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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!
Flag Etiquette for Veterans
By: Brad Anderson
My intentions are not to be a contentious
writer, but I do enjoy stirring the pot on occasion to incite a candid conversation. The Flag
of the United States of America likely has a
slightly different meaning to you than it does
me. I remember as a young child the pride I
felt when seeing the flag soar high above on a
pole or passing in a parade. Standing, taking
off my hat, and placing my right hand over
my heart were just lessons learned. Little did
I know then the extent and formality of United
States Code Title 4 (4 U.S.C.) or the U.S. Flag
Code.
I do not expect rioting in the streets over this
article. However, I have heard and seen heated
conversations regarding flag protocol or etiquette. The more I learn, the more I realize I
am not as smart or educated as I thought I was
yesterday. As I have seen varying hand gestures during the Pledge of Allegiance or National Anthem, I find myself asking questions
and searching for answers. As a Veteran,
should I put my hand over my heart, or should
I salute?

As a Marine, I learned only to salute when I
was wearing a cover (cap or hat), and this typically did not happen indoors as the cover was
removed. I have assumed, somewhat incorrectly, I should place my right hand over my
heart not being in uniform or wearing a service organization (American Legion, VFW,
DAV, etc.) cover/hat. According to U.S.C. 4,
for the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag “Persons in uniform should remain silent, face the
flag, and render the military salute. Members
of the Armed Forces not in uniform and veterans may render the military salute in the manner provided for persons in uniform.”
The same option holds true during the ceremony of hoisting or lowering the flag or when
the flag is passing in a parade or in review.
The National Anthem, Star-Spangled Banner,
is covered by 36 U.S.C 301. Once again,
“members of the Armed Forces and veterans
who are present but not in uniform may render the military salute in the manner provided
for individuals in uniform”.

over heart or a military salute are both acceptable.
Brad Anderson is the Lake County Veterans
Service Officer and can be reached at
218.834.8326, or cvso@co.lake.mn.us
Karen Christianson is the Cook County Veterans Service Officer and can be reached at
218.387.3639,
or
karen.christianson@co.cook.mn.us
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